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Long ago, in a very distant kingdom,

there lived a ...

... King ...

He was not bad,

but sooo conceited - the most in life,

         the king wanted to be famous...,

... And then the king

ordered the Master

to make the most complex

and largest

garden maze

of bushes and trees ...

... Master

of mazes...

.. His life was very good

until he met the King ...

... And then

it all began ...

... The fact that the king

was very conceited.

Wanted to be famous.

But no matter how he

tried, nothing worked ...

Battle with neighboring kingdoms he lost,

  did not have a untold wealth

   and love him too

no luck ...

... Learning about the capabilities of

the Master, the King ordered him

to create a maze-dungeon ...

... And then the gardener planted

a forest of shrubs and trees

in a certain order ...

or head from

his shoulders

Master thought about it... - there is

no choice. And painted maze

Master thought about it... - there is

no choice. And painted maze

... From which no one

could escape,

or somehow

get out...

... after 5 years,

the maze was ready ...

One day the king went

for a walk in garden-maze...
... And no one ever saw him again.

He could not nd his way back.

... And then,

to these drawings...

... Masons built

the dungeon ...

... And because learning about the

unusual ability to Master,

the king ordered him

to build a maze ...

... and not a simple labyrinth

– a maze of the mind!

... So complex that no one

could pass it ...

That even the smartest

people in the world,

could not

solve it ...

But he did not  

know exactly how

to do it, until met

the Master of mazes ...

or head from

his shoulders



... Chief Adviser to the King

decided to personally

check  out...

...  the complexity

of the maze ...

Came into it ...

and nobody never

saw him again.

... The King has ordered

... Master worked for a year

and nally created

the maze of the mind!

created a tangled maze

as requested the king...

... People heard about

the impenetrable maze ...

... And then...

... The king promised ...
... And then ...

Send into the maze of the mind

of all prisoners. And to someone

who be able to nd a way out,

the king promised a pardon

and freedom...

... Many

prisoners gone

into the maze... 

... But none of them

never returned.

... To the one who be

able to nd a way out of

the maze of the mind

- receives a half the

kingdom and the beautiful

daughter in the bargain. 

Or vice versa ...

... Initially, the people

who wanted to get into

the maze, was more

         than enough...

... First into the maze

went knights and other

valiant warriors ...

then, the merchants

and the aristocracy,

... And after, ordinary

citizens of the kingdom ...

In search of happiness, to there went:

a astrologer, personal chef King,

chief groom and even a blind man,

who begged before

near the monastery...

People came to the palace

to personally see

the new miracle...

...Everywhere

heard oohs and aahs,

but entered

 into the maze

    only blacksmith...

... entered...

And after about

him no one heard.

... But go into it, no one

dared to ...

or head from

his shoulders



... Whatever it was, the people who

wanted to conquer the maze of the mind

was a lot, but who got out of it - was no one...

... Only the Master

could nd a way out of this

web of moves ...

... King was treacherous, and did not wanted to share

the kingdom with anyone. Fearing that the mystery

of the maze will be known to someone else,

the king decided to kill the master ...

... The terried King looked around -

- nally understood what had done.

But it was too late ...

He summoned the executioner, but no one

answered, because the executioner also went

into the maze, and as others - did not

return

... Then the king summoned the guard.

But no one answered. In the castle there was no one

who could cause harm to the Master. And not only

in the castle - the whole kingdom was empty.

There were only women, children and the elderly ...



... King heard these cries

and immediately the fear

crept to his heart and then he

like mad ran away...

... Around the castle had already gathered women,

they wanted to know what had happened to their husbands,

sons and fathers? All of them had shouted angrily and

called the King to the answer ...

... But where? Where to hide?

Of course into the maze of the

mind!

... Without delay, the king turned to the

maze and soon disappeared from sight.

This is the end of his story.

... Or the end of the

whole Kingdom ...

   ... Then the king begged the Masters:

Tearfully asked to return all the residents of the kingdom.

 Find them in the maze of the mind and bring back ...

... Master thought about it... -

- there is no choice.

And painted the maze ...

... Three days and three nights the people

of the kingdom were on duty at the entrance and,

nally, on the fourth day the Master came out of the

maze, and behind him were almost all of the lost citizens

                                       of the kingdom

Could not nd only the executioner and the

blind man who begged near the monastery...

... The King was so happy about to the favorable

outcome therefore, without hesitation he handed 

Master his crown, right in front of all residents

and said:

- Master your maze of the mind conquered the

whole Kingdom, and therefore this crown is

rightfully belongs you - and gave the golden crown



... Then the Master and Princess were married,

in the local council, the residents of the kingdom returned

to their homes, to their families. King went to a small

house which was remote from the lock and began there

                                  to grow cabbage ...

... That's a fairy tale ending.

Who understood - well done! Who does not

understand - will grow cabbage!

... A year later the master and

Princess gave birth to...

... Two girls ...

... Two boys ...

... And all of them lived happily.

Master ruled the kingdom, and all the

enemies that threatened the kingdom he sent

to the maze of the mind from which

no one returned ...

The moral of this tale:

Perhaps, our life is not correct,

like a maze, entangled continuous deadlocks.

But there is a solution! And a true Master knows it,

the desperate situations just does not happen.

Well, I want to congratulate you if you have passed

All this book, fully - I dedicate to you in the Master!

Since then, much time has passed 

but alive to this day the rumor 

about the distant beautiful Kingdom, 

the road to which was the orid and ornate.

Barbarians repeatedly tried to capture,

conquer or destroy the Kingdom orid paths,

but no one could nd a correct way,

or at least a way out of the maze of the mind.
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